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INTRODUCTION

Robust controllers are acquired from classical
design techniques have generally much higher order
than that of the plant. As the order of plant can be
high, design of full order controller narrows the op-
tions of use in industrial application. That is why
there has been increasing and considerable interest in
designing low, fixed order controllers. However, there
are basic difficulties intrinsic to low, fixed order con-
troller design1, such as to find the best possible val-
ues of controller gain and performance criteria which
can be optimized.

Many researchers have addressed these prob-
lems during the past many years, the fixed order con-
troller design problems were formulated using regional
pole assignment1, convex optimization2 and Riccati equa-
tion approach3. However many professionals in the
field of control engineering have experienced difficulty
in solving industrial control problem with these related
methods due to the complexity of these methods.

Robust controllers can be designed using H∞

control theory. The weakness in these design meth-
ods is the order of controller cannot be fixed to a prior
value. The design of controllers generally take place
in two steps, first the selection of a specific structure
and second, the computation of suitable controller
parameters. Determination of proper controller param-
eters mostly depends on the requirements of control
system. The typical requirements are: short settling

time, small over shoot and small value of cost func-
tion4.

Designing a controller means choosing the suit-
able gains. The main thing to note is that if the cal-
culated value of gain is too large, the response will
vary with high frequency. On the other hand, having
too small gains would mean longer settling time. Thus,
finding the best possible value for gain is the most
important concern in controller design5. Generally, the
overall design procedure is iterative between control-
ler design and cost function (CF)a evaluation. If per-
formance is not satisfactory one has to fine-tune the
controller parameters after using Ziegler-Nichols
(Z-N)b tuning rule, which gives an educated guess for
controller parameter values or with adjusting some
weighting functions in CF used to synthesis the con-
troller6.

The H∞ controller optimization presents an addi-
tional intricacy because the focus of optimization is
on choice of weighting functions, which are not pa-
rameters but transfer functions7. Hence, the H∞ loop
shaping design problem can be optimized using evo-
lutionary techniques (ETs). Therefore the H∞ loop
shaping design problem is considered as bench mark
problem for comparing the performance of ETs such
as, genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) and immune algorithm (IA) etc.
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structure controller parameters. Conventional method
is based on solving H∞-norms that satisfy the stabil-
ity margin. However, the ETs automatically select con-
troller gain parameters which satisfy the constraints.

Controller structure

The controller obtained from H∞ LSDP in eq. (16)
is of 4th order, double as compared to the original
plant under consideration and has complex structure
as well. The controllers designed by using IA and GA
showing approximately equivalent performances have
much lower order, i.e. fixed as first order.

Overall performance

The overall performances of control system were
tested for closed loop response with three controllers
IA, GA and Z-N, results are shown in Figure 13, the
results of overall performance comparison clearly show
the advantage of using the IA controller due to its
best performance with respect to time domain speci-
fications, and CF value.

Convergence behavior

The comparisons were made in terms of conver-
gence behavior; good cost function convergence
values are reflected  as shown in cost function versus

iteration plots Figure 7 and Figure  9, when evaluate
the optimal values of CF obtained using GA and IA.
It seems quite clear the benefit of using IA for this
type of optimization problem, since it provides opti-
mal CF in fever generations. Moreover the two algo-
rithms almost converge to the same value of CF.

Empirical comparison

Empirical comparison is the key element of such
type of comparisons and performance analysis be-
cause the time taken by an algorithm to produce/
generate optimal solution cannot be ignored. This
raises an important question that which evolutionary
algorithm quickly searches for the best initial optimal
results. The results shown in Figure 7 and Figure 9
indicate that by given an equal time IA consistently
gave better solutions than GA. Moreover it is also
noted that IA achieved its solution much quicker.

Optimization of controller parameters and CF

The CF value and the parameters of the control-
ler optimized using GA and IA were compared to that
obtained by using Z-N method. Results shown in
Table-1, indicates that ETs gave much better solu-
tions than conventional H∞ and Z–N. The PI gains
obtained by using Z-N method are quite high values
as compared to GA and IA methods. High controller
gains may cause high frequency oscillations and satu-
ration in the controller circuit. Moreover, the CF val-
ues of GA and IA are also much better than Z-N
method.

The CFs were optimized using H∞ Z-N, GA and
IA. Results shown in Table-1, indicates that ETs gave
much better solutions than conventional H∞ and Z-N.
Moreover, optimal results of CF values obtained from
GA and IA are equivalent.

Time Domain performance

The aim of control system design is to achieve
desired time domain performance of the controlled

Table 1: comparison between optimized parameters.

Parameters IA GA Z-N H™

kp 0.9991 0.4629 4.495 —

ki 0.5894 0.0415 12.0 —

CF 1.395 1.396 2.38 1.474

Figure 12: Robust check IA controller.

Figure 13: Comparison of step responses for IA, GA
and Z-N.
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system; usually this action is represented in terms of
percentage overshoot, rise time and settling time etc.
The comparisons were made in terms of step response.

From above comparisons shown in Table-2,
Z-N and GA have higher settling time, higher peak
amplitude and higher computational time than IA. So
tuning PI controller for plant using IA is more optimal
than GA. The controller optimized with IA has pro-
vided much better response then controller optimized
with GA.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a new approach for designing of
fixed order robust controller is proposed. In the pro-
posed approach GA and IA have been used for mini-
mization of cost function and optimization of control-
ler parameters. It is shown that IA provides much
better CF values in less iteration. Moreover, in prob-
lems where classical techniques cannot be applied, IA
is very good alternative to solve an optimization prob-
lem. The proposed technique will enable the practic-
ing engineers to employ the techniques for design of
robust controller with low, fixed order controllers such
as PID controllers, which have high acceptance in
industrial applications.

The performances of the proposed approaches
were tested with and without disturbances acting on
the plant. The proposed techniques showed robust
behavior against external disturbances and plant per-
turbations, hence, promising the use of the algorithms
in conditions plant parameters are varying with time.
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